Istanbul Modern Shop
Corporate Product Catalog
Special gifts for special occasions

Art and design products that make unique gifts have been incorporated into a special catalog where you can make your choices with ease. Home accessories inspired by works from the Istanbul Museum of Modern Art Collection as well as reproductions have been exclusively added to this catalog. Customizable products for special occasions are only available at Istanbul Modern!
Corporate gifts that combine art with design
Special Prints and Artist’s Editions
Reproductions

Printed Reproductions of Artworks from the Istanbul Museum of Modern Arts Collection on Paper or Canvas
The average size is proportioned to 120 cm.
Hikmet Onat
*Morning at Toygartepe*

Mehmet Güleryüz
*Counter Wind Series No: 15*

Bedri Rahmi Eyüboğlu
*Coffeehouse*

Burhan Uygur
*The Door*

Average size
26x29 cm

The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
The average size is proportioned to 120 cm.
The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
The average size is proportioned to 120 cm.
Maro Michalakakos
Would You Like to Dance?

Maro Michalakakos
Personal Universe

Ali Alışır
Virtual Landscapes #10

Average size
26x29 cm

The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
The average size is proportioned to 120 cm.
Fahrelnissa Zeid
*Struggle Against the Abstract*

Temur Köran
*Untitled*

The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.

The average size is proportioned to 120 cm.
Hans Op de Beeck
Sleeping Girl

Avni Arbaş
Boat

Fahrelnissa Zeid
My Hell

Ömer Uluç
3 Men, 4 Women, Visitors

Average size
26x29 cm

The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
Istanbul Themed Products

An Istanbul Themed Special Selection from Istanbul Modern Shop
Salacak Sparrows

Meral Değer
Istanbul’s Turtle Doves
Sébah & Joaillier, “Panorama Istanbul 1890”,
a panoramic photograph taken from the Beyazit Fire Tower in 1890,
documenting the city in 360 degrees, in album case. Facsimile.
30x33 cm (30x320 cm when opened). With a 48-page booklet written
by the architect Sinan Genim, identifying structures in the urban
topography of the period, some of which do not exist today.

Sébah & Joaillier, “Panorama Istanbul 1888”,
a panoramic photograph taken from the Galata Tower in 1888,
documenting the city in 360 degrees, in album case. Facsimile.
30x33 cm (30x320 cm when opened). With a 16-page booklet written
by the architect Sinan Genim, identifying structures in the urban
topography of the period, some of which do not exist today.

Anonymous, “Panorama Istanbul 1955”,
a panoramic photograph, dated 1955, documenting the city in 360 degrees,
in album case. Facsimile. 30x33 cm (30x320 cm when opened). With an
8-page booklet written by the architect Sinan Genim, identifying structures
in the urban topography of the period, some of which do not exist today.
Sébah & Joaillier
Suleymaniye Mosque and Istanbul Panorama

Average size
26x29 cm

The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
Average size
26x29 cm

The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.

Fausto Zonaro
Sailboats in Eminönü
The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.

**Hikmet Onat**
- *Morning at Toygartepe*

**Hoca Ali Rıza**
- *Landscape (Göksu Stream)*

**Fahrelnissa Zeid**
- *Mother and Son*

Average size 26 x 29 cm
Istanbul Modern & Vakko

A Collection of Modern and Contemporary Artists from Turkey
Istanbul Modern, Turkey’s first museum of modern and contemporary art collaborated with Vakko, one of the leading fashion brands in the country, for a very special project. Combining design, art and craftsmanship with a unique experience, the project brings to life examples of Turkish modern art from the collection of the Istanbul Museum of Modern Art, in Vakko scarves, ties, eau de cologne, Turkish delight and chocolates. This very special collection, on sale at Istanbul Modern Shop and Vakko stores, is inspired by works by Fahrelnissa Zeid, Fethi Arda, İnci Eviner, Bedri Baykam, Canan Tolon, Ahmet Oran, Ekrem Yalçındağ, Ebru Uygun, Burhan Uygur, Adnan Çoker, Mehmet Güleyüz, Ömer Uluç, Nevin Aladağ, Seçkin Pirim and Horasan.
Scarves
90x90 cm

Mehmet Güleryüz, Nevin Aladağ, Ebru Uygun, Adnan Çoker, Horasan, Ömer Uluç

Produced in limited quantities.
Scarves
100x200 cm
Burhan Uygur, Adnan Çoker, Mehmet Güleryüz
Produced in limited quantities.
Eau de Cologne
100 ml

Seçkin Pirim, Fahrelnissa Zeid, Ebru Uygun, Bedri Baykam
Turkish Delight
200 gr

Seçkin Pirim, Fahrelnissa Zeid,
Ebru Uygun, Bedri Baykam
Gaufrette
195 gr

Seçkin Pırım, Ebru Uygun,
Bedri Baykam, Fahrelnissa Zeid
Cu_z Copper Tray

Copper tray designed by Atilla Kuzu and handcrafted by Beto Usta (Battal Yakut) within the scope of the From Crafts to Design Project
The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
Accessories & Stationery

A Selection of Artwork Prints and Special Design Alternatives
Selma Gürbüz
*Take Care of Each Other*
The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
Lexon
Home and Office Accessories

An Istanbul Modern Shop Selection for You
The collection is exclusive to Istanbul Modern, and is not sold elsewhere.
Selben
Özlem Tuna
Credo
Özlem Tuna
*Sage*
Gift Cards
With the Gift Card, art and design lovers can choose their own gifts from the extensive collection of the Istanbul Modern Shop.
Every purchase you make from the Istanbul Museum of Modern Art supports the museum and its programs.

For more information:
magaza@istanbulmodern.org
T (212) 334 7390